
Mechatronics Technician Profile

What is a Mechatronics Technician?
Mechatronics Technicians are experts in mechanical, 
electrical and electronic components and how they 
work together in complex systems. Mechatronics 
Technicians can hold a variety of positions at 
manufacturing companies, from maintaining automation 
technology to building and servicing complex machinery. 

What are the daily duties of a Mechatronics Technician?
Mechatronics Technicians build, install, and test mechanical 
and electrical systems used in modern, automated industrial 
processes. They are responsible for analyzing what the 
finished system is supposed to do and how the parts will 
interact. Mechatronics Technicians ensure the finished system 
is working perfectly, by carefully examining their work with 
technical diagnostic and measuring devices. They also are in 
charge of maintaining and repairing existing systems as 
needed, and if an error occurs, they are responsible for 
identifying the error and making the necessary repairs. 

What types of skills make a Mechatronics Technician 
successful?
Successful Mechatronics Technicians are able to think 
conceptually and logically to understand the electromechani-
cal systems and programming.  They are effective in detecting 
and systematically troubleshooting any issues that may arise in 
manufacturing systems. They are detail and safety-oriented 
with strong communication skills. Technical skills include 
metal fabrication and assembly, working with pneumatic and 
hydraulic systems, electrical wiring, PLC programming, 
software debugging, and related skills. 
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